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Color Atlas of Pharmacology (Thieme Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2000

	The present second edition of the Color Atlas of Pharmacology goes to print six years after the first edition. Numerous revisions were needed, highlighting the dramatic continuing progress in the drug sciences. In particular, it appeared necessary to include novel therapeutic principles, such as the inhibitors of platelet aggregation from the...
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Object-Oriented OracleIRM Press, 2005

	Object orientation has now invaded traditional relational database-management

	systems. Oracle™ without exception has included object-oriented features

	in its system. SQL is now richer due to these additional features. However,

	the object-oriented elements in Oracle™ will not be fully utilized without
...
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Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive ComputingAuerbach Publications, 2007
Despite recent dramatic advances in computer security regarding the proliferation of services and applications, security threats are still major impediments in the deployment of these services. Paying serious attention to these issues, Security in Distributed, Grid, Mobile, and Pervasive Computing focuses on the increasing demand to guarantee...
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PySpark SQL Recipes: With HiveQL, Dataframe and GraphframesApress, 2019

	
		
			Carry out data analysis with PySpark SQL, graphframes, and graph data processing using a problem-solution approach. This book provides solutions to problems related to dataframes, data manipulation summarization, and exploratory analysis. You will improve your skills in graph data analysis using graphframes and see how to...
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Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and ApplicationsInformation Science Publishing, 2004
Transformation of Knowledge, Information and Data: Theory and Applications considers transformations within the context of computing science and information science, as they are essential in changing organizations.

Data today is in motion, going from one location to another. It is more and more moving between systems, system components,...
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The Essence of Object-Oriented Programming with Java and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
You've written some lines of Java code and created a few objects, yet you understand that this doesn't constitute true object-oriented programming. As a Java programmer, you want to get more out of your efforts. This introduction to the basics of object-oriented programming and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) will give you a firm foundation...
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Cloud-Native Applications in Java: Build microservice-based cloud-native applications that dynamically scalePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Highly available microservice-based web apps for Cloud with Java

	
		Key Features

		
			Take advantage of the simplicity of Spring to build a full-fledged application
	
			Let your applications run faster while generating smaller cloud service bills
	
			Integrate your...
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Arista WarriorO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Though Arista Networks is a relative newcomer in the data center and cloud networking markets, the company has already had considerable success. In this book, renowned consultant and technical author Gary Donahue (Network Warrior) provides an in-depth, objective guide to Arista’s lineup of hardware, and explains why its network...
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Talend for Big DataPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you want to start working on big data projects fast, this is the guide you've been looking for. Delve deep into Talend and discover how just how easily you can revolutionize your data handling and presentation.


	Overview

	
		Write complex processing job codes easily with the help of clear and step by...
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The Object-Oriented Thought Process (5th Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2019

	
		Object-oriented programming (OOP) is the foundation of modern programming languages, including C++, Java, C#, Visual Basic .NET, Ruby, Objective-C, and Swift. Objects also form the basis for many web technologies such as JavaScript, Python, and PHP.

	
		 

	...
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Protein Misfolding in Neurodegenerative Diseases: Mechanisms and Therapeutic Strategies (Enzyme Inhibitors Series)CRC Press, 2007

	Research focused on protein folding, misfolding, and aggregation is leading to major advances across biochemistry and medicine. The elucidation of a folding code is proving to be of extreme importance in the postgenomic era, where a number of orphan genes have been identified for which no clear function has yet been established. This research...
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MongoDB Recipes: With Data Modeling and Query Building StrategiesApress, 2019

	
		
			
				Get the most out of MongoDB using a problem-solution approach. This book starts with recipes on the MongoDB query language, including how to query various data structures stored within documents. These self-contained code examples allow you to solve your MongoDB problems without fuss.
			


			...
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